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DISCLAIMER
The usage of the information contained in this document is subjected to the acceptance of the following
license terms between You (the developer or whoever reading the document) and Manosoft Group:
-

-

-

You’ve the right to create any software program aimed to communicate with and operate
CUTE32 and/or CUTE32 (hereafter referred as “the card” or “the cards”) from remote.
The intellectual property on any program developed by You with the purpose indicated in the
previous point is exclusively granted to you and your licensors. No royalties are due to Manosoft
Group. You will not be obliged to disclose the source code of your application neither to
Manosoft nor to the general public but you’re allowed to do it if you wish.
You’re allowed to sell your CUTE32/CORE32 remote console under any term and to anyone in
accordance with the existing laws. No fees are due to Manosoft Group.
You’re allowed to use the brand/logo of CORE32 and CUTE32 in your developments provided
that you include a reference to Manosoft group and to its site www.manosoft.it indicating
clearly that Manosoft is the vendor of the cards and specifying who is instead in charge of
supporting your product (that will NOT be Manosoft Group)
Manosoft Group will provide limited support (at its own discretion) for the development of your
application

On the other hand:
-

-

-

-

-

You will not copy, decompile, modify, distribute, reverse engineer any of the developments
(Hardware or Software) developed by Manosoft Group. Manosoft Group retains the Copyright
© and the complete intellectual property on the software program named “CUTE32 Console”,
on the CUTE32/CORE32 Hardware and on the Firmware Manosoft Group has developed.
In case you wish to copy/distribute this document you’re strongly advised to distribute the link
to this document on the www.manosoft.it site. This is required because this document is
subjected to changes so distributing integral copies would cause, in the long run, an high
number or outdated documents out there.
You will be the only responsible in front of the law of any illegal action (including copyright laws
infringement) you might perform with the information included in this document and with
Manosoft group products
You will be the only responsible of any support, legal guarantee, defect, direct or indirect
damage your product or combination of products might cause to your clients or to Manosoft
Group Clients
You are NOT allowed to implement the same or a derivative protocol to control any other device
other than Manosoft cards CUTE32 and CORE32

In case you are not in complete agreement with the statements above or you have not understood the
agreement, you are NOT allowed to use the information contained in this document.
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Overview
This document describes the high-level operation of CUTE32_CORE32_TestSuite software (from here on
referred as TestSuite).
TestSuite is a software allowing a developer to display and decode byte by byte the communications
occurring between a CUTE32 (or CORE32) card and the CUTE32_Console program, allowing the
developer to see how the protocol items are actually translated into strings and bytes.
TestSuite is a single executable file with no dependencies that should work on any version of Windows
Starting from Windows XP onwards, it’s operation anyway is supported only in Windows 10 64-bits.

Main Window
The main window of TestSuite is the following:

1
2
3
4
5
6

Indicator of communication type: “!”=Broadcast UDP message “<”=Console to Card “>”=Card to
Console
TCP/IP Address of the card to connect to
Press to connect to the CUTE32/CORE32 card at the TCP/IP address indicated in (2)
Press to disconnect from the CUTE32/CORE32 card
Current Connection Status
If checked the console will display UDP Broadcast Traffic (the one generated by the CUTE32
CORE32 cards to advertise their presence on the network) in addition to the TCP/IP traffic
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7

Payload of the message selected in the message window (see point 16). The Payload is the
fragment of data in a message identified by a start message 0x27 code and an end-message
sequence 0x0D 0x0A
Type of message selected in the message window (see point 16). It can be “Command Result
Message”, “Data Message” or “Event Message”
Sub type of message selected in the message window (see point 16) and its human-readable
decoded meaning
Byte by Byte dump of the data embedded with the message selected in the message window
(see point 16)
List of Commands that is possible to generate (and then send to the CUTE32/CORE32 card)
Press to start the wizard to generate the Command selected in the list (11)
Press to clear the content of Messages Screen
Message to be sent to the CUTE32/CORE32 card indicated in hexadecimal bytes separated by
spaces
Press to send the command contained in (14) to the CUTE32/CORE32 card
Complete message in hexadecimal bytes separated by spaces sent or received to/from the
CUTE32/CORE32 card
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9
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Getting Started
When the TestSuite program is started it will start to listen to broadcast messages sent by
CUTE32/CORE32 cards that are connected to the same Wi-Fi network as the PC where TestSuite is
running.
If any broadcast message is received it will appear with an exclamation mark (see point 1 above). To
connect to the card just click first on the Broadcast message in the Messages Window and then on the
Button “Connect” (3).

Receiving and decoding Messages
When clicking on the Broadcast Message you will notice that:
-

Field (2) will be automatically filled with the TCP/IP address of the CUTE32/CORE32 card
Payload (7) will be extracted from the message
Message type (8) will be showing “UDP Beacon, Port 10024”
Decode Info (9) and (10) will respectively show you the decoded information in the UDP
fragment and the byte-by-byte content of the fragment

This is the general way of operating TestSuite: When clicking on any message on the message window
that is either a Broadcasted Message sent by the card or any other TCP/IP message coming from the
card the content of the message will be decoded in human-readable format in the fields 7-8-9 and 10.
Just after pressing the “Connect” (3) button you will notice that the broadcast messages will cease to
arrive and some messages coming from the card (they can be identified since they start with the symbol
“>” (see point (1) above) will be received. Clicking on these messages in the message window it’s
possible to decode their content too:
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In the above case the selected message is a “Data Message” (B) coming from the card and indicating to
the console the Firmware version (C) installed in the card (D).

Sending Commands
Once the TestSuite is connected to a CUTE32/CORE32 card it is possible to send to the card any
command among the available ones that are listed in the list (11).
For example, to get the content of the current directory let’s select the command “0x07 =
CMD_SEND_CURRDIR” from the list (11)

Let’s now press the button “CMD gener.” (12)
The complete command string in byte (only missing the message start byte 0x27 and the end sequence
0x0D and 0x0A) will appear in the field (14).

Let’s now press the button “Send” (15). The command will be sent to the card and the answer of the
card will appear as a number of messages displayed in the message window.
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Note the full message sent from the console to the card identified by the sign “<” (highlighted above)
and all the messages coming back from the card to the console identified by the sign “>”.
As usual it’s possible to click on any of the messages coming from the card to decode its content:
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Of course it’s possible to send to the card commands that are much more complicated and requiring
many parameters. For example let’s try to mount a file on the microSD to be able to subsequently
playback its content:
let’s select the command “0x02 = CMD_MOUNT_TAPE” from the list (11)

Let’s now press the button “CMD gener.” (12)
Since this command requires two parameters the following window with two text fields will appear:

According to the protocol specifications let’s indicate the parameters assuming we want to mount a file
named “ZAM!.htap” that is lying in the current directory.

Let’s press now the “OK” button.
You will notice that the string of bytes to be sent to the card to execute the command has been fully
encoded in hexadecimal bytes and placed in the field (14):

Now pressing the button “Send” (15) the command is sent to the card.
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The last message received, decoded, shows that the result of the mount operation is successful.

And there is also an “Event Message” sent from the card to the console showing the tape file was
successfully mounted.

This in accordance with the CUTE32 /CORE32 protocol description document.
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Please note that is possible to send commands also manually by entering the respective bytes in
Hexadecimal format directly into the field (14). Each byte must be a two digits identifier separated by a
space from the next byte. Once the bytes have been entered in the field (14) it’s possible to press the
button “Send” to send the bytes directly to the card.
Note that 0x1B (start message) byte will be automatically added at the beginning of the stream of bytes
you enter in the field (14) and 0x0D 0x0A (end message) sequence will be appended to the end of the
bytes you entered as well.
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